Pre-owned Equipment

Today pre-owned construction equipment has found tremendous appeal in Africa as a way to conserve
capital by buying the cheaper alternative to new. Demand has grown even more driven by the increase
in projects are governments ramp up infrastructure projects as a way to unlock Africa’s vast economic
potential.
However nothing has stimulated demand more than the internet which has brought together both the
buyer in Africa and seller in Europe, America and Asia. The advent of on-line auctions has further
enhanced this platform and offered the two players a market driven transparent pricing structure.
Today there are dozens of companies offering all kinds of construction equipment online and though all
promise cost savings failing to be prudent can have a dire effect and mean heavy losses where savings
were hoped for.
Through online auctions, you can easily buy any heavy equipment such as; Hydraulic excavators,
generator sets, cranes, pavers, dump trucks, rollers, crawler tractors, wheel loaders, rock trucks, truck
tractors, boom lifts, skid steer loaders, transportation trucks, mowers, combines and many, many more
items. Whatever a buyer is looking for, the auctions are a great place to shop for what they need. An
added benefit is that every single item is sold to the highest bidder on auction day, regardless of price.

Therefore selecting a reputable online auction house is vital. The equipment on sale must have some
sort of quality assurance as to its state and reliability in shipping the equipment must also be
guaranteed.

Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers is the world’s largest auction company of industrial equipment and trucks.
Each year, more than 3 percent of the world’s used heavy machinery and trucks is exchanged from
owner to owner at Ritchie Bros. globally held auctions. This makes Ritchie Bros. one of the largest
sources in the world for equipment and trucks.
The company offers powerful solutions to small and large businesses around the world. Today, hundreds
of thousands of people from all over the world benefit from selling and buying items and trucks at
Ritchie Bros. auctions.

Each Ritchie Bros. auction offers a large variety of equipment and trucks, used in construction,
transportation, mining, agriculture, material handling and other industries. The auctions are often
referred to as ‘heavy equipment supermarkets’, because they offer a rich choice in equipment
categories, brands, types, ages and conditions.

HKL BAUMASCHINEN GmbH exclusively sells quality products from leading manufacturers of
construction equipment (mini-, mobile- and tracked excavators, loaders in all sizes, telescopic handlers,
compaction, compressors and containers.
Additionally, they offer a huge fleet of trucks, flatbeds and transporters). Whether it is special
equipment – new or used, with HKL, you get everything from one hand. If it comes to used equipment,
you´ll find a reliable and fair partner in them. You will find more than 800 used construction machines at
any time - good, well-kept and low priced!
Pre-owned machines are a matter of trust. HKL provides the best in used construction equipment, be it
good quality used machines or”near-new“HKL recertified machines.
They have a wide range of equipment - at three locations throughout Europe. You can always visit the
HKL pre-owned center near Berlin, Munich and Barcelona. They have the largest selection of mini
excavators, loaders, crawler excavators, wheeled excavators, dozers, rollers, telescopic handlers, pavers,
backhoe loaders, compressors, vibrating plates, trucks and more.

Jim Macadam Equipment Ltd has been a construction machinery exporter for near 20 years. Macadam
Equipment has an extensive list of end user clients who have been buying used equipment from them
for many years now. A high proportion of their sales are end user and not trade to trade, which cuts out
the middle-man. Their experience in logistics and loading helps keep the transport costs down which
again helps keep more money in their clients’ pocket.
They have supplied quality machinery to many of the large international projects around the world from
oil pipeline installations in Libya, rebuilding projects in Iraq and Hydro Electric power plant building in
France and many others.
C.M.T. “Construction Machinery Trader" is a commercial Company dealing in all brands of used
construction machinery. They are a modern company with partners worldwide in continuous contact
with them for commercial exchanges in Europe, Africa, Middle East and South America.
They are constantly developing new working technique using new technology and potential of internet
which is an aggressive and effective way to connect and manage thousands of potential customers.
They sell industrial machinery around the world, in total security with unrivaled convenience and
remarkable speed. This is possible because they always choose the best for their customers
C.M.T."Construction Machinery Trader" can offer the research of the best transport and customers
solution, documentation and everything concerning the delivery of the machine to the final destination
without any adds to the price.
They sell only first-hand machines, directly from their customer and they do not buy in any auction
around the world.

Reliable used machinery, checked and maintained.
No need to lose your time in searching your machinery. C.M.T. can do it for you!
They can provide additional services for used machinery: spare parts, inspection, transportation.
Wide range of used machinery for sale
Qualified, experienced and multilingual staff to assist you in your purchase.
They are an Italian Company, based in Italy, with correspondents in every countries they think strategic
for the mission
They supply any kind of machinery in any part of the world with their main African export countries
being: Morocco, Tunisia, Burkina Faso, Tanzania, Zanzibar, Ghana, Kenya, Namibia and Nigeria.

Aerzen International Rental proudly offers Aerzen’s used equipments for sale. Aerzen’s bare shaft and
aggregates ranging from 0-10 bar are mainly available. To ensure the quality, they always ensure their
equipment has been examined by their specialist professional technicians.
The stock always changes from time to time and their stock mainly consists of Blowers and compressors.
Ultimate Plant Exports are established plant and machinery traders, specialising in buying and selling
quality equipment while providing unbeatable value and service for their customers. Ultimate Plant
Exports will meet all your construction machine and quarry plant requirements.
They have a worldwide database of suppliers and customers which enables them to offer the most
competitive service on the market.
If you are interested in buying or selling a machine Ultimate Plant Exports are more than ready to guide
you through the buying and selling process of any type of construction machinery or quarry plant.

Machinery Resale-Nokerseweg specializes in air compressors amongst other construction equipment.
In Europe they are the biggest supplier of pre-owned portable compressors.
They also offer excavators, graders, dozers, trucks etc. They export to most African countries and in 60%
of the cases they organize the transport from their facility in Waregem to the door of the client in the
country of destination.
This can be in most cases container transport and in some cases roll-on-roll-off (RORO). They offer
transport as a service because they get good rates and it is easy for the client not to worry about loading
/ unloading and all the paperwork involved.
They not only share their inventory with you , but also share market information and intelligence with
you.

In over 30 years of trading, Overseas Plant Exports Limited have always enjoyed repeat business with
their suppliers and buyers because of their honest, friendly and hands-on family approach to doing
business with people. In other words, a deal is a deal and they keep they keep their word.
Theyspecialize in wheel loaders, backhoes, telehandlers, dozers, graders, dump trucks and rollers;
equipment manufactured by CAT, VOLVO, JCB, HITACHI, KOMATSU, MANITOU and hydraulic cranes
manufactured by GROVE, KRUPP, LIEBHERR, KATO, DEMAG etc.

Quarry Plant (International) limited is an Irish company based on the outskirts of Dublin city, Ireland.
They have been in the business of quarry machinery for over forty years. The company originated from
the North of Ireland as one of the Finlay group.
Today, Quarryplant specialises in the rebuilding and refurbishment of machinery from leading
manufacturers such as: Tesab, Extec, Terex-Finlay, Fintec, Brown Lennox, Pegson and Powerscreen. All
of the rebuilding and refurbishment is done at their premises in Dublin.
Quarryplant now concentrate on exporting refurbished machinery and have extensive contacts
throughout the machinery and quarrying industries both in Ireland and worldwide. This allows them to
source all sorts of quarrying equipment and rebuild it to a very high standard.
They stock a large range of modern screening equipment, different ranges of Crushers, both Primary
and Secondary; Comprising of Cone, Impact, Jaw Crusher and Vertical Shaft Impact Crusher, Both mobile
and static, designed to suit all needs to suit today's market. They also have a full range of additional
quarrying equipment: De-Waterers, Washing Equipment, Caterpillar and Deutz engines, new or rebuilt
clutches to suit all types of screeners and crushers.
Teknoxgroup is the Caterpillar Dealer in the area of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia,
Montenegro, Macedonia, Kosovo and Albania.
In order to provide their customers a broader range of complementary products, Teknoxgroup is also
the Dealer for Bucyrus mining shovels.
The "Teknoxgroup" company supplies its clients with new Caterpillar brand construction machinery and
associated tools. Their offer also includes second-hand machinery; each second-hand machine is
classified (category 1 to 5) according to its service condition, allowing you to make informed purchasing
decisions.
The "Power Systems" department within their company offers a different range of machinery, as
follows: marine engines; electric power sets; and industrial engines. They also provide original spare
parts for all the machinery and engines in their sales range, with deliveries at your convenience due to

the well balanced distribution of their warehouses and efficient logistic infrastructure. They offer new,
classic and restored spare parts, with warranty cover.
Their range of original spare parts is supplemented with CAT lubricants and liquids - CAT oils, coolants,
CAT antifreeze and CAT additives. They offer various solutions; product support including CSA, RAF and
RBF, New equipment and engines, Used, Rental and Consulting and projects.
Aggregate Processing and Recycling (APR) has an accumulation of over thirty years of experience in the
construction industry. This experience has been gained from design, manufacture, sales and servicing of
all types of construction equipment, specializing in crushing and screening equipment.

With a huge amount of in-depth experience with most types of manufacturer's machinery and wear
parts, APR believe that the GIPO range of machines are of the highest quality, highest performance and
best overall value for money that is available in the UK today.
APR believe that an offer of total commitment to the after sales and service dedication is the most
important aspect that must always be paramount with any respected machinery supplier.
They always have a stock of quality pre-used equipment from static to mobile jaws, cones, impactors
and screens, offering the right solution for the quarrying and recycling industries.
SJH-All Plant Group Ltd offers an extensive range of both new and used plant machinery, and includes
Excavators , Dozers , Loading Shovels , Tele Handler, Crushers , and much more. Their stock list covers all
makes and models for all price ranges.
If you require a Machine that is not in Stock, they can contact their wide range of suppliers and normally
meet your needs within a few days.
Alan Milne Tractors has become Irelands leading AGCO supplier with Massey Ferguson, Fendt &
Challenger Tractors with many other leading brands. They supply agricultural & construction machinery
to a worldwide audience from their bases in N.Ireland, Newry & Carryduff.
They also supply spares with a dedicated E-commerce Parts Website.
Flanders Surplus NV are specialized in Generating sets from 250 to 5000 KVA with Diesel or gas engines
Their most current makes are: Caterpillar, Cummins, MTU,Deutz,MWM, Wartsila, Perkins, ABC, Volvo
Penta, Scania. They ship everything through the port of Antwerp , Belgium or by container or
conventional. They load and pack all the containers themselves which guarantees a safe arrival at the
port of destination
Albert Hill Commercials specialises in the sales of quality new and used Commercial Vehicles. With their
highly trained sales staff, they provide complete service. They are confident that the quality of their
vehicles and standard of service is second to none.

They have gained an enviable reputation for providing reliable and quality products and pride
themselves on supplying a prompt, reliable and helpful service at all times.
Henderson European Ltd has been in the business of pre-owned construction equipment for over 30
years and they supply customers worldwide.
Their range is of particular relevance to the African market and they have shipments almost every week.
They deal with all loading and shipping issues and they guarantee the condition of all our machines.
Their stock includes; Backhoe Loaders, Skid Steer Loaders, Telehandlers with forks, Scissor Lifts,
Excavators, Trailers, Compressors, Dozers, Wheel Loaders and many more.
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